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 Welcome to the CelAction team forums, the official site of CelAction! At the CelAction site we encourage you to use the
forums for various discussions. We have a huge community of users and developers behind us and the forums are the best place
to get to know them and contribute to CelAction's success. We have a dedicated team that will be more than happy to help you
with your requests, problems and contributions. We have a robust ticket system where you can file bugs or request features in

our bug tracker. This is a place where CelAction's developers and community team can work together to solve issues and
perform quality control on new and existing features. There are two open ticket systems, one for your requests, one for bugs.

Please read the relevant sections on CelAction's Wiki for more information. The CelAction codebase is maintained in a public
git repository. As with all development on CelAction, patches and pull requests are welcome. The CelAction team are always
looking to expand their community, so if you know a developer that would be interested in contributing to CelAction please

contact them via the site's forums and they will get in touch with you. Some resources Forum Bug tracker CelAction is currently
being developed on the SourceForge CVS repository. All development activities are open to the public for review and

collaboration. For those of you that want to work on the CVS source, we are the CelAction development team. If you want to
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get involved, please email us at support@celaction.com and we can guide you on how to contribute to CelAction. For a list of all
the CelAction subversion repositories, please go to this page. Members CelAction was founded by Arvid Brekken and Rune

Walle. CelAction is now being developed by the CelAction community. If you'd like to contribute, please contact CelAction's
support team. I've been using CelAction since version 1.6 and I must say, this is by far the best free software for animating

sprites on the market. It's easier to use, more stable, better GUI and much more powerful than all other competitors. I want to
extend my appreciation to everyone in CelAction's team. I'm looking forward to a brighter future for CelAction. I'm a new

CelAction user, and i must say that CelAction is a really powerful tool to 82157476af
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